It’s gear-on for The 2015 International Travel Goods Show. Travel goods manufacturers are on their game with carry-ons, bags, briefs, totes and luggage sets, not to mention an array of accessories, all designed to make travel faster, safer, cooler, lighter, brighter — in general, better all the way around.

Wish for products that go the extra mile and anticipate multiple travel needs? How about a spinner with a shoulder strap or a baby bib that doubles as a teether? You’ll find these innovations and plenty more at The 2015 International Travel Goods Show at the Las Vegas Convention Center this March.

**24-7 International** Booth 5121

Weighing 3.8 pounds, the Lucas Vortex Lite 20” Expandable Ultra Lightweight Spinner is the latest lightweight expandable luggage from 24-7 International. This carry-on features ultra-luxurious honeycomb blend fabric, 360° spinner wheels for extra mobility and a fully lined interior as well as tie tapes to keep clothing in place while you travel in style. MSRP $79.99

**Andiamo Luggage** Booth 5121

From the Andiamo Avanti Collection is the 20” International Auto-Expand Carry-On. It is made with the highest quality Duramax® ballistic nylon married with USA YKK® ThinGuard™ zippers used exclusively by Andiamo and our military and first responders. Proprietary Auto-Expand™ allows for customized expansion for your packing needs. This luggage is covered by Andiamo’s exclusive Extra Mile Warranty. MSRP $595

**Athalon** Booth 1075

With its 32” XLG Super Organized Wheeling Duffle, Athalon debuts its largest allowable check-in size luggage. Featuring a full 32” length, this case has an over/under section that separates boots, equipment and laundry from the main section. Internal padded dividers collapse and stand up to organize, divide and protect shoes, clothing and equipment. Made of high-density Athalon sport cloth with a heavy duty water-resistant backing, this case is extra strong and light with honeycomb plastic baseboards. MSRP $300
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**BESIDE-U® by Traveler’s Choice** Booth 6059

Carry your belongings safely by your side with Kaylin, a lightweight backpack in water-resistant nylon. Keep...
your everyday items hidden away in the multiple easy-access exterior pockets and your tech items safe in a reinforced compartment within the main section. This backpack features a fully lined fabric interior with graphic print and comes in antler, black and dark red. MSRP $79.99

For versatility and comfort, Kaylin, from BESIDE-U by Traveler’s Choice, has adjustable shoulder straps and a top grab handle.

BOCONI — bags & leather
Booth 3036
The super-slim and sleek Caleb Slim Messenger Bag strikes a fashion chord with its gorgeous “marbled” Italian leather with dark pull-up trim and chambray lining with gingham accents. Tuck your 13” or 14” laptop and your iPad®/tablet inside, secure with the bag’s modern magnetic front flap closure and hit the road. An all-leather adjustable shoulder-strap with a belt buckle design keeps it comfy to carry. MSRP $398

Measuring 14” x 10” x 2”, BOCONI’s Caleb Slim Messenger comes in chestnut.

Briggs & Riley Travelware
Booths 1090, 1099
The Baseline Domestic Carry-On Expandable Spinner features proprietary, lightweight CX expansion-compression technology that increases packing capacity by 25%, then compresses back down to the bag’s original size for easy overhead storage. Four re-engineered double swivel spinner wheels offer effortless 360° navigation. An Outsider® handle provides greater interior capacity and increased packing space, and a built-in tri-fold garment folder with foam roll bar prevents wrinkles. A removable SmartLink™ system strap transports two or more bags as one. MSRP $519

Canyon™ Outback Leather
Booth 3058
This lightweight looker is a legal carry-on size duffle in charcoal gray wool/polyester blend material with leather trim and accents. The Brody Wool Duffle features a top zipper opening along with several interior and exterior pockets. A non-slip shoulder strap is adjustable up to 56” or can be removed for carrying the duffle by its two handles. MSRP $85

Craghoppers Booth 2074
Ditch the excess baggage and keep essential equipment close to your chest with the Sherman Gilet, a lightweight multi-pocketed vest. Featuring Insect Shield insect repellent and 40+ UPF sun protection, this lightweight 100% polyester vest comes in pebble and black pepper in sizes S to XXL. MSRP $85

Craghoppers’ Sherman Gilet offers a baker’s dozen of pockets.

Cabrelli Booth 3054
This lightweight and durable 20” carry-on case (13” x 20” x 8”) made of 100% ABS fits neatly into the overhead bin. Offering a spacious interior with tie-down straps plus mesh and zippered elasticized pockets, the case has multi-directional spinner wheels and a sturdy telescoping handle. MSRP $79.99

Cabrelli’s 100% ABS hardshell carry-on comes in black, silver and wine.

Lightweight and stylish, the Brody Wool Duffle measures 18” x 10” x 9”.

CY Luggage/GABBIANO
Booth 3035
Made of 100% polycarbonate, the GABBIANO Croc Luggage Series (21” Carry-On, 25” and 29” Uprights) sports...
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Interior zippered dividers and a built-in TSA-accepted lock. Collection pieces are offered in black and brown. MSRP $300/set

**NEW PRODUCTS PREVIEW**

**Dejuno** Booth 6037
Command respect with the Marshal Collection (20", 24", 28"), a resilient and innovative travel set featuring a premium aluminum trolley system and EVA-backed side panels within a two-tone nylon base. The perfect balance of modern and classic design outfitted with luxurious performance, the set comes in navy, gray, burgundy and brown. MSRP $427/3-piece set

**DESEY** Booth 1060
In association with Philippe Starck, renowned French creator, designer and architect, DELSEY launches STARCKTRIP, a new collection of luggage based on intelligence in motion. The STARCKTRIP MILANOCK international carry-on spinner trolley offers flat packing, an ergonomic trolley handle and a shoulder carrying strap for toting up and down the stairs. Made from Polygiene® antimicrobial technology, the case also boasts an exclusive anti-theft data protection system plus stain- and water-resistant fabric and zippers. MSRP $550

**Eagle Creek** Booth 6023
Stow-Lync-Go. Introducing the award-winning EC Lync™ System 22. This ultra-lightweight patent-pending travel bag weighs in at a mere 4 lbs. 9 oz. It has a removable wheeled frame so that the bag can be rolled as a wheeled travel bag or worn without the frame as a backpack. And get this: it collapses to stow away into its own small stuff bag. Made of durable and water-resistant 200D Nylon, 200D Poly Helix™ Dobby and 450D Helix™ Poly fabrics and hardware, this travel bag is available in graphite, brilliant blue and flame orange. Retailers can display this in Eagle Creek’s EC Lync™ System fixture, which utilizes four times less retail floor space than a traditional luggage display, allowing you to fit 125% more inventory into a much smaller space and in a visually interesting display. MSRP $259.99

**EB Brands** Booth 4132
New from EB Brands is the ThermaTek Heated Memory Foam Pillow. Powered by a single, easy-to-use, air-activated heat pack, this neck pillow provides up to eight hours of intense, uninterrupted heat without batteries or wires. The luxurious, cushiony soft memory foam adjusts to accommodate your body’s natural contours and provides just the right softness and comfort level of support for your neck. The two included heat packs are airline security checkpoint-compliant. MSRP $24.99
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Photo: The GABBIANO Croc Luggage Collection from CY Import Corp. looks like genuine crocodile leather.

Dejuno’s Marshal Collection takes professional travel to the next level.

Timeless and innovative, the STARCKTRIP MILANOCK fits in the overhead compartment of most international airlines.

Eagle Creek’s EC Lync™ System converts from a stuff sac to a wheeled upright to an ultra-light backpack.
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**ECBC Booth 5108**
The Sparrow II Wheeled Garment Bag Carry-On combines impeccable durability with attractive, classic styling. Featuring ECBC’s signature Fastpass, the bag is also equipped with a portable charging unit and a dedicated fold-out garment section. In ballistic nylon, it measures 22” x 14” x 19”. MSRP $399.99

**Flanabags Booth 3060**
Introducing the Clear Pack, a new, larger version of Flanabags’ popular AirQuart bag. Made in the USA, Clear Pack is a sturdy, see-through vinyl bag with an interlocking zipper and the company’s trademark wrist strap. While the Clear Pack has hundreds of uses for travel, it was designed with “stadium security” in mind. Use it at pro football games, college sports events, concerts or anywhere security requires a clear bag. Clear Pack holds car keys, sunglasses, smartphone, wallet, snacks, earbuds, full-size bottles — even a mini tablet up to 7” x 10”. MSRP $24

**Fox Luggage Booth 5059**
The lightweight LEOPARD Collection, comprising a 20” carry-on upright, 24” packing upright and 28” overseas spinner upright, features a newly designed pattern in modern, bright colors, including magenta, purple, pink and blue. In polycarbonate with 4-way spinner wheels, the collection offers a fully-lined interior, multiple pockets for compartment packing and telescoping handle. MSRP $130/$150/$220

**Go Travel Booth 2000**
Setting the code, twist and go with Go Travel’s Twist ‘N’ Set Lock.

**Genius Pack Booth 3069**
Pushing the limits of innovation and functionality for travel is the new and enhanced Genius Pack Carry-On with the company’s signature patent-pending Laundry Compression Technology™, newly added integrated garment suiter feature, engineered organizational panel, integrated Mobile Charger feature — and a whole lot more. MSRP $218

**Go!Sac Booth 3132**
Tote your goodies around town and on your travels in the Go!Sac Packable Tote. Lightweight and durable in rip-, water- and wrinkle-resistant Duralon, it can be packed into a matching removable cosmetic case for easy transport. It comes in an array of vibrantly colored prints. MSRP $45

**Hadaki by Kalencom Booth 3092**
Here is the world’s first chewy dribble bib for teething babies: The Chewy & Co. Neckerciew® by Cheeky Chompers comes in super-absorbent cotton with a fun hippo print on one side and winter white on the other. Suitable for children
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ages two months to two years, it has an attached winter white teether. MSRP $21.99

The Chewy & Co. Neckerchew, from Hadaki by Kalencom, is two bibs in one.

**Hartmann** Booth 3175

The InnovAire™ Collection, featuring the Global Carry-On Spinner, is constructed of Curv® material — layers of woven polypropylene that are formed into self-reinforced composite sheets — to provide superior durability while being extremely lightweight. Supple leather carry handles, smooth-gliding spinner wheels and well-considered organization ensure ease of transit. MSRP $500

With its sleek on-trend design, Hartmann’s InnovAire Collection is made for the modern global traveler.

**Henan Guangda Textiles**

Booth 3073

This strong and striking set of PC Trolley Cases (20", 24" and 28") features shiny polycarbonate construction for lightweight durability. An aluminum trolley system with push button extendable rubber handle, 4-wheel spinner system and fully lined interior round out collection amenities. Skid guards, wheel housings and corner guards protect the luggage during travels. MSRP $200/set

Henan Guangda Textiles gleams in silver.

**Heys Luggage** Booth 2017

As the license-holder for Marvel, Heys’ Designer Marvel Collection brings fun and adventure to kids’ travels in lightweight, expandable, carry-on-approved cases. Characterized by high quality, vibrantly colorful and color-matched designs of Marvel’s popular Avengers and Spiderman characters, these cases allow toddlers, young kids and tweens to wheel them around with ease. Shown is the Avengers Kids Luggage, weighing in at a mere 3.7 lbs. and sporting an internal reversed-curve handle system as well as special protruding inline skate wheels — features that have been designed especially for children. MSRP $49.99

Heys ups fun and functionality with its Marvel-licensed luggage.

**i-stay** Booth 3082

This new range of i-stay bags has an executive look and feel to it which incorporates the company’s award-winning i-stay non-slip replacement bag strap to provide both form and functionality. The bags are available in black and several other colors. MSRP $47.99/Tablet Bag; $64/ Slimline Laptop Bag; $72/ Laptop Messenger Bag; $79.99/ Laptop Organizer Bag

i-stay bags project a business-ready look.

**it luggage USA** Booth 3163

DURALITON™ is the exciting new hardshell material from it luggage that offers exceptional lightweight construction and unrivalled strength and durability. Even better: The luggage surface can be molded and embossed to achieve a stunning scratch-resistant, high-shine finish. DURALITON is ultra-strong and

DURALITON™ is the exciting new hardshell material from it luggage that offers exceptional lightweight construction and unrivalled strength and durability. Even better: The luggage surface can be molded and embossed to achieve a stunning scratch-resistant, high-shine finish. DURALITON is ultra-strong and
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lightweight — a 31” case weighs just 9.26 lbs — and so versatile that users have unlimited options in designs, colors and styles. MSRP from $129

**ITO Luggage Co. Booth 1147**

Created with simplicity and innovation, GINKGO fashion luggage nabbed a Red Dot Design Award in 2014. Featuring a BENTO™ storage system and easy-to-use TSA-accepted PEBBLE™ rotating lock, the polycarbonate case is lightweight yet highly shock-resistant. MSRP $476/20”, $556/24”, $636/28”

**iWallet Booth 4096**

Elevate your fashion quotient and protect your passport with the new biometric fingerprint-locking, RFID-blocking, Bluetooth™-enabled iPassport. This luxury techcessory combines advanced materials, smartphone-connected security via Bluetooth™ 4.0 Smart Tethering Technology and biometric fingerprint identification to protect your cash, credit cards, passport and personal information. MSRP $550

**Keep-Pace Electronics Booth 3059**

The i-Traveler 2-in-1 Strap Lock combines a strap lock featuring TSA-accepted locks and a digital weight scale in one device. It is available in black and red. MSRP $49.99

**Kipling Booth 2141**

The Kipling Micah Backpack is meant for travel. Lightweight with a trolley sleeve, enabling you to slip it over the handle of your suitcase, it is tailored with multiple compartments (interior and exterior), ready to protect all of your travel essentials. MSRP $119

**Korchmar Booth 2035**

Here is a beautiful and lightweight brief (it weighs just 3.75 lbs) in full grain American cowhide featuring a patented Magnetite closure — a load bearing closure that gives users easier access than a zippered brief. The Magnetite Slim Brief is padded for a computer, has a leather iPad pocket and provides adjustable organizer pockets. MSRP $395

**LCI Brands Booth 5001**

ElectroLight Expandable Packing Cubes are an ideal packing solution for everything from camping to overseas trips.

**LiteGear Booth 4035**

LiteGear has created the ultimate go-bag designed with a solution in every pocket.
NEW PRODUCTS PREVIEW
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to keep you organized and operating at maximum efficiency. The LiteMobile Pro accommodates the “Personal Item” size requirements so often referred to in airports and on flights. Measuring 17” x 10” x 9”, it features in-bag apps like a cord manager, document holder, thermal food container — even a mini flashlight. MSRP $99.95

Lodis Booth 1033
The Stephanie Under Lock and Key Collection features a beautiful textured Italian leather, as well as RFID-blocking protection. The collection’s Jamie Medium Brief is an amazing work carry all with sleek modern styling and space for a laptop. The brief is available in black, denim and toffee. MSRP $368

Lojel Booth 4069
Lojel releases the newly redesigned Nimbus Collection with exclusive patented German-made zippers. The new construction makes Nimbus the first lightweight zipper luggage with an IPX-3 waterproof rating. The new low-profile waterproof system makes this ultra-high tech luggage a very stylish travel companion. MSRP $299.95-$379.95

Mcklein Company Booth 2032
In pebble grain faux leather accented with gold-tone stud trim and hardware, the Felicity Stud Embellished Tote offers a plethora of organizing pockets, including exterior side pockets and an interior tablet pocket with a Velcro®-brand fastener. Double adjustable top handles and a leopard print satin lining finish the sophisticated look. MSRP $60

Mercury Luggage Seward Trunk Booths 3044, 3045
The company’s Tactical Line, Code Alpha, is taking on the urban jungle with the Code Alpha Urban Warrior two-piece Carry-On Travel Set. Comprising a 20” Upright 4-wheel carry-on and matching Laptop Attaché, the set is constructed using Code Alpha’s signature black and gray Unicam Digital Camo material paired with military-grade webbing and Mil-Spec 550 Paracord zipper pulls. The carry-on has a 360° 4-wheel system. MSRP $289.99

Miamica Booth 1037
The “Upgrade Me” Travel Kit 4-Piece Set includes an eye mask, inflatable and comfortable pillow, earplugs and zippered carrying case. Designed with a vintage travel print and built to keep you organized, the set’s compact construction makes it easy to pack the essentials that will help you get those valuable zzzz on the go. MSRP $10

Spring 2015 Travel Goods Showcase
**NEW PRODUCTS PREVIEW**

**Naftali** Booth 3049
Photograph and video yourself everywhere with the Selfie Stick, a Bluetooth™-controlled handheld monopod from iPlanet cellular accessories. Perfect for traveling and video blogging, it is made of steel and comes in black, pink and green. The Extendable Self Portrait Selfie Handheld Stick Monopod has a retractable maximum of 43” and an adjustable ball head and thumb screw of monopod locks for multiple angle shooting with 180° positioning. MSRP $29.99/$19.95

**Pacsafe** Booth 5023
Whether you’re taking in some sun in Sri Lanka, shopping the night markets of Hong Kong or enjoying a river cruise down the Nile, Pacsafe’s Citysafe CS Collection is a classic, everyday range that offers a bag for any travel- or city-inspired occasion. Versatile and functional, each CS piece offers superb organization and durability paired with discreet built-in anti-theft features, including eXomesh slash guard, RFID blocking pocket and smart zipper security. MSRP $70-$130

**Ricardo Beverly Hills** Booth 1074
Stylish, lightweight and functional, the Bel Aire Collection is equal to the punishing demands of today’s travel. From the sturdy, precision-engineered frame, lustrous and durable ballistic nylon and 360° dual spinner wheels down to the hand-molded ergonomic cushion grip and the last tiny rivet, every material and component has been thoughtfully selected. In wine and charcoal, the 11 pieces in this versatile collection feature Ricardo Beverly Hills’ Performance Guarantee. MSRP $140-$480

The Bel Aire Collection has been meticulously assembled and rigorously tested to satisfy the most discerning travelers.

**RIMOWA** Booth 1153
An extraordinary case with excellent maneuverability, the Bossa Nova 26” Multiwheel® attracts attention not only because of its striking design but also because of its philanthropic mission: RIMOWA donates a proportion of sales proceeds to the organization, Sade e Alegria, which supports Amazon region projects. Available in either tone-on-tone green or with contrasting leather accessories in beige, it has a quilted interior and a patented Flex-Divider system for perfect organization. MSRP $1,425

**Royce Leather** Booth 1019
DNA-based fingerprint locking technology enables a single user to choose who can access this bag, demonstrating the ultimate in personal and travel security. The bag’s slim, sleek silhouette creates a stylish solution for the most discerning traveler. Hand-milled hardware adorns the outside of this Italian Saffiano leather briefcase. The security of the bag is additionally affirmed by RFID-blocking technology to provide identity theft protection. A combination lock is also included. MSRP $500

**Rugged Equipment** Booth 6068
The Adrienne Vittadini four-piece Saffiano Collection comprises a 16” travel tote with laptop sleeve and 21”, 25” and 29” expandable uprights. Features include spinner wheels, lightweight construction and a full signature
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**Rugelics/Red Label Accessories**

Booth 1023

Rawlings/Red Label Accessories’ leather backpack is lightweight and multi-functional.

This rugged, distressed all-leather backpack features multi-functionality in a gorgeous, lightweight package and measures 18” x 13” x 5”. It is available in cognac. MSRP $498

**Ricardo Beverly Hills** Booth 1074
Stylish, lightweight and functional, the Bel Aire Collection is equal to the punishing demands of today’s travel. From the sturdy, precision-engineered frame, lustrous and durable ballistic nylon and 360° dual spinner wheels down to the hand-molded ergonomic cushion grip and the last tiny rivet, every material and component has been thoughtfully selected. In wine and charcoal, the 11 pieces in this versatile collection feature Ricardo Beverly Hills’ Performance Guarantee. MSRP $140-$480

The Bel Aire Collection has been meticulously assembled and rigorously tested to satisfy the most discerning travelers.

**RIMOWA** Booth 1153
An extraordinary case with excellent maneuverability, the Bossa Nova 26” Multiwheel® attracts attention not only because of its striking design but also because of its philanthropic mission: RIMOWA donates a proportion of sales proceeds to the organization, Sade e Alegria, which supports Amazon region projects. Available in either tone-on-tone green or with contrasting leather accessories in beige, it has a quilted interior and a patented Flex-Divider system for perfect organization. MSRP $1,425

**Royce Leather** Booth 1019
DNA-based fingerprint locking technology enables a single user to choose who can access this bag, demonstrating the ultimate in personal and travel security. The bag’s slim, sleek silhouette creates a stylish solution for the most discerning traveler. Hand-milled hardware adorns the outside of this Italian Saffiano leather briefcase. The security of the bag is additionally affirmed by RFID-blocking technology to provide identity theft protection. A combination lock is also included. MSRP $500

**Rugged Equipment** Booth 6068
The Adrienne Vittadini four-piece Saffiano Collection comprises a 16” travel tote with laptop sleeve and 21”, 25” and 29” expandable uprights. Features include spinner wheels, lightweight construction and a full signature
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lining. Rounding out amenities on these richly hued cases are interior accessory pockets, signature zipper pulls and heavy duty zippers. Collection colors include navy, brown and cognac. MSRP $1,320/set

Samsonite Booth 5174
The Silhouette® Sphere 2 Collection, featuring the 21” Carry-On Spinner, has four Split Spherical Spinner Wheels that provide the ultimate in unparalleled control and turning ability; each half of the Sphere Wheel can move independently in the same or opposite directions to comfortably allow rolling over uneven or smooth surfaces alike. Rounding out case amenities are a textured TPR-coated, gel-infused push-button locking handle and a fully-featured interior with WetPak mesh and modesty pockets for increased organization. MSRP $229.99

Shanghai Overseas Booth 3088
FDA-certified, anti-crush, anti-scratch, anti-aging: 100% PET Luggage is strong, “green” and durable and able to resist temperature extremes. This lightweight collection (20”, 24”, 28”) is available in a variety of styles and colors. MSRP $80-$130

ShedRain™ Umbrellas Booth 3153
The Stratus Collection is a reflection of ShedRain’s heritage, with timeless detailing, refined aesthetics and technical innovation. Incorporating the finest precision aircraft aluminum and fiber-reinforced polymer frame, chrome detailed handle, tight weave polyester handle strap and fine fabrics coated with DuPont Teflon®, it’s no wonder Stratus was a 2014 Red Dot Award winner. MSRP $80-$140

Stewart/Stand® Booth 4038
Presenting the Joule® Collection of energy-integrated designer handbags. Elegant and strong in black and tan full grain leather and premium Saffiano, this fully-featured handbag — including RFID-blocking protection — is a rechargeable computerized source of power for mobile phones and other devices, with power supplied by the Joey™ T35, the world’s most advanced feather-weight computerized power source. MSRP $450

Swiss Cargo Booth 5033
The Swiss Cargo TruLite 21” Wheeled Duffle by LongLat, manufacturers of American Flyer, is a rugged gear bag featuring high-performance front grab handles with compression lock for quick loading. Bottom guard rails provide extra protection and multiple large front and interior accessory pockets give travelers ease-of-use. MSRP $320

TagsForBags/It’s...In The Bag! Booth 5015
Let your luggage show some ‘tude with the ‘TudeTag in neon, featuring assorted bright colors for optimal luggage recognition and two internal pockets for your ID and trip itinerary. The 8” x 1-1/2” tag easily attaches to your case with a vinyl coated screw-on steel cable. MSRP $10.99

Talus Booth 5043
This set of three antimicrobial polyester Neat 'n Fresh Packing Cubes feature mesh ventilation panels and specially treated fabric to prevent the growth of odor-causing bacteria. In small, medium and large sizes, the cubes will keep clothing neat and organized and protect them from snags and wrinkles. MSRP $35

Tianjin Textile Group Booth 3086
White Rose’s set of Expandable Trolley Cases (Item No.10103) in 20”, 24” and 28” models are made of 1680D nylon
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Front and side panels of EVA. The fully lined cases with interior zipper pocket have an inside aluminum trolley system with push button, extendable top and side handles and four all-direction wheels. MSRP $200/set

With front and side panels of EVA. The fully lined cases with interior zipper pocket have an inside aluminum trolley system with push button, extendable top and side handles and four all-direction wheels. MSRP $200/set

Each FeatherLite Belly Band is made to carry, conceal and keep safe your valuable personal items.

Travel Smart by Conair Booth 1003

Combining the comfy factor of a plush pillow and the convenience of an inflatable is the Compact Comfort Hybrid Neck Rest. Featuring a removable and washable soft fleece shell, it inflates in seconds with an extra-wide air valve for fast inflation and instant deflation and adjusts to any firmness and comfort level. MSRP $19.99

The Compact Comfort Hybrid Neck Rest deflates to half the size of a poly-filled neck rest.

Traveler’s Choice Travelware® Booth 6059

MaxPorter Polycarbonate Cargo Trunks present a classic packing solution engineered for today’s travel demands: polycarbonate hardside protection along with cargo trunk packing. Cases are lightweight, impact-resistant and have effortless mobility. Offered in three sizes — 24”, 28” and 32” — cases feature interior adjustable padded divider shelves, a built-in TSA-accepted lock and much more. MSRP $399.99/$449.99/499.99

MaxPorter Polycarbonate Cargo Trunks by Traveler’s Choice Travelware come in charcoal gray, merlot, and navy.
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With front and side panels of EVA. The fully lined cases with interior zipper pocket have an inside aluminum trolley system with push button, extendable top and side handles and four all-direction wheels. MSRP $200/set

From Tianjin Textile Group is White Rose’s bestselling product: Expandable Trolley Cases.

Tilley Endurables Booth 5073

New to Tilley’s Raffia Collection is the Women’s Broad Brimmed Raffia Hat with UPF 50+ and a removable, washable sweat band. In new collection color brown — so rich, so dreamy you will not want to take it off — the broad brim not only protects you from the sun, it adds an element of mystery every time you wear it. Brown cord trim injects a touch of drama. MSRP $105

Channel your inner diva with Tilley’s Women’s Broad Brimmed Raffia Hat.

Travel Safe Products Booth 5086

The FeatherLite Belly Band is made with super lightweight, four-way stretch Coolux mesh fabric and features seven unique pockets — for cell phone, credit card, cash, keys, important papers, even jewelry or watches in a super secure zippered pocket. Machine-washable, this product comes in sizes XS to 2X. MSRP $39.95

Travelon® Booth 6001

The perfect bag for a weekend away, business trip or carry-on, the Anti-Theft Classic+Weekender, in black and olive, has a roomy back compartment for clothes, shoes and toiletries and a front compartment that is an organizer with padded compartments for a laptop, iPad® or tablet, RFID-blocking card and passport slots, smartphone pocket and two zip mesh pockets for cords and miscellaneous items. An add-a-bag panel is also a rear pocket. MSRP $165

Travelon’s Anti-Theft Classic+Weekender features slash-proof construction, slashproof shoulder strap and locking zippers and shoulder strap.

TrendyKid Booth 5044

Snuggle up with the Snoozy 3-in-1 Kids Travel Set, featuring a plush fleece blanket, inflatable pillow and matching character case. Compact for easy storage, the set comes in various colors and has an easy-to-use handle with open/close popper. MSRP $25
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Urban Junket Booth 4123
Part of the t.o.t.e. (to observe the earth) Collection, the Kristen Wheeled Laptop Bag is constructed of eco-friendly coated canvas and non-toxic dyes, and features Urban Junket’s signature blue lining made from recycled plastic bottles. Designed for jet-setters and businesswomen on the go, it has a removable laptop sleeve and a Joey portable battery charger option. Carry it by the handles, roll it along or slide it down the telescoping handles of another large suitcase. MSRP $189

Victorinox Booth 6043
Strategically engineered to contain less weight, more space and more packing options with the intelligent Pack More System, the Werks Traveler 5.0 WT 22 Dual-Caster was inspired by the ingenuity and multi-functionality of the Original Swiss Army Knife. This innovative system includes five different packing solutions giving you a total of 32 possible packing configurations. In durable ballistic nylon, it comes in navy blue. MSRP $369.99

The Kristen Wheeled Laptop Bag comes in an array of bright colors, including grass, indigo, sterling, scarlet, violet and black.

Pack the WT 22 Dual-Caster by Victorinox your way and travel with more of the things that are important to you.

YiFeng Manufacturing Co. Booth 3108
Safety and strength are the hallmarks of this TSA Cable Lock, which sports a new structure. Made of zinc alloy, this latest in lock innovations is patent-protected. MSRP $9.99

YiFeng’s TSA cable lock keeps your belongs locked safely in their bag.

Yon Design Booth 5156
Here is an elegant yet casual Travel Fleece Jacket for women who appreciate a touch of sophistication and a lot of versatility. Available in sizes S,M,L,XL,1XL and in several color options, the jacket is soft in 100% premium fleece and has a front zipper. It comes tucked in a travel envelope pouch. MSRP $85.98 to $89.98

Zensah® Booth 5095
Fresh Leg Compression Leg Sleeves™ sport the same comfy material as Zensah’s current compression apparel styles but with an exclusive design for travel and wellness. Incorporating a three-step compression approach, these sleeves provide an optimal and comfortable compression level that increases circulation, reduces swelling and provides massage-like relief to help eliminate pain, soreness and cramping. MSRP $39.99

Available in S/M and L/XL, Zensah’s Fresh Leg Compression Leg Sleeves come in black, beige, white, blue, pink and heather gray.